The Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission of the State of Florida, under Article IV, Section 9 of the Florida Constitution and Rule 68A-15.005, F.A.C., hereby establishes the following Quota and Special-Opportunity Permits which shall supersede any previous establishment orders:

(a) Southwest Region

Arbuckle, archery (weekend hunts) (each hunt) - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).

Arbuckle, archery (weekday hunts) (each day) - 75 at check station (no exemptions).

Arbuckle, muzzleloading gun (weekend hunts) (each hunt) - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).

Arbuckle, muzzleloading gun (weekday hunt) (each day) - 50 at check station (no exemptions).

Arbuckle, spring turkey (each day) - 10 at check station (no exemptions).

Babcock Ranch Preserve, archery (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Babcock Ranch Preserve, muzzleloading gun - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Babcock Ranch Preserve, general gun for mobility-impaired - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Babcock Ranch Preserve, family (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Babcock Ranch Preserve, general gun (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Babcock Ranch Preserve, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Chassahowitzka, archery (first nine days) - 150 by quota application.

Chassahowitzka, muzzleloading gun - 150 by quota application.

Chassahowitzka, general gun (first nine days) - 150 by quota application.
Chassahowitzka, wild hog-dog (each hunt) - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

Chassahowitzka, spring turkey (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Croom, general gun (first nine days) – 300 by quota application.

Croom, muzzleloading gun – 300 by quota application.

Croom, spring turkey (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb, general gun - 500 by quota application.

Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb, archery - 500 by quota application.

Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb, field trial area, quail - 25 by quail quota application (no exemptions).

Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb, small game (daily quail permits) – to be determined by annual Executive Order, issued at the check station (no exemptions).

Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb, Yucca Pens Unit, general gun season – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb, Yucca Pens Unit, muzzleloading gun – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, archery (each day) - 750 at check station.

Green Swamp, general gun (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days) (each hunt) - 750 by quota application.

Green Swamp, general gun (after first nine days) (each day) - 750 at check station.

Green Swamp, small game (each day) - 150 at check station.

Green Swamp, wild hog-dog – 135 (first four days) and 160 (last four days) by quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, spring turkey (first weekend) - 200 by quota application.

Green Swamp, spring turkey (after first weekend) (each day) - 200 at check station.

Green Swamp, West Unit, special-opportunity turkey hunt, Zone A (each hunt) - 8 by special-opportunity turkey quota application (no exemptions).
Green Swamp, West Unit, special-opportunity turkey hunt, Zone B (each hunt) - 8 by special-opportunity turkey quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, West Unit, special-opportunity turkey hunt, Zone C (each hunt) - 8 by special-opportunity turkey quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, West Unit, special-opportunity archery, (each hunt) - 54 by special-opportunity quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, West Unit, special-opportunity general gun, (each hunt) - 54 by special-opportunity quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, West Unit, wild hog-still, - 225 by quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, West Unit, wild hog-dog, - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).

Green Swamp, West Unit, small game (each day) - 60 (for wild hog and small game) and 40 (for small game only) at the check station (no exemptions).

Hickory Hammock, archery - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hickory Hammock, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hickory Hammock, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hickory Hammock, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hickory Hammock, general gun - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hickory Hammock, general gun for mobility-impaired - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hilochee, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hilochee, muzzleloading gun - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hilochee, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hilochee, archery - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hilochee, Osprey Unit, archery (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).
Hilochee, Osprey Unit, family hunt - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Hilochee, Osprey Unit, wild hog-still - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).
Hilochee, Osprey Unit, wild hog-dog (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
Hilochee, Osprey Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).
KICCO, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
KICCO, archery (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).
KICCO, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
KICCO, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Marion Creek, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Marion Creek, archery (each hunt) - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Marion Creek, muzzleloading gun - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Marion Creek, general gun (each hunt) - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Marion Creek, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Wales Ridge Wildlife and Environmental Area, Royce Unit, archery (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Wales Ridge Wildlife and Environmental Area, Royce Unit, general gun - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
Lake Wales Ridge Wildlife and Environmental Area, Royce Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).
Upper Hillsborough, archery (each hunt) - 75 by quota application.
Upper Hillsborough, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 75 by quota application.
Upper Hillsborough, small game (each day) - 150 at check station.
Upper Hillsborough, spring turkey (each day) - 75 at check station.
Walk-in-the-Water, archery (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Walk-in-the-Water, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Walk-in-the-Water, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

(b) North Central Region

Andrews, archery (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Andrews, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Andrews, general gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Andrews, spring turkey (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Andrews, small game (each day) - 40 at check station (no exemptions).

Andrews, supervised deer-hog youth hunt (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Andrews, family hunt (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Bayard, archery (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Bayard, muzzleloading gun - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Bayard, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Belmore, archery (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Belmore, muzzleloading gun - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Belmore, family hunt - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Belmore, general gun (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Belmore, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Bend, Hickory Mound Unit, general gun (first nine days and the 10th through 16th days) (each hunt) - 175 by quota application (this permit is not needed to hunt ducks and coots on the Hickory Mound Impoundment).

Big Bend, Jena Unit, general gun (first nine days) - 135 by quota application.
Big Bend, Snipe Island Unit, archery (first nine days) - 100 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Bend, Snipe Island Unit, muzzleloading gun - 100 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Bend, Snipe Island Unit, general gun (first nine days) - 100 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Bend, Snipe Island Unit, spring turkey (first nine days and 10th through 16th days) (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Bend, Spring Creek Unit, general gun (first nine days) - 150 by quota application.

Big Bend, Spring Creek Unit, muzzleloading gun - 150 by quota application.

Big Shoals, archery (each hunt) - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Shoals, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Shoals, spring turkey (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Camp Blanding, supervised youth hunt (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Camp Blanding, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 200 by quota application.

Camp Blanding, general gun still hunt area one (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days) (each hunt) - 200 by quota application.

Camp Blanding, general gun still hunt area two (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days) (each hunt) - 200 by quota application.

Camp Blanding, general gun, archery-only areas (each day) - 150 at check station.

Camp Blanding, general gun still hunt area one (after first nine days) (each day) - 200 at the check station.

Camp Blanding, general gun still hunt area two (after first nine days) (each day) - 200 at the check station.

Camp Blanding, general gun dog hunt (each hunt) - 320 by quota application.

Camp Blanding, spring turkey (each hunt) - 35 by quota application.
Cary, archery (each hunt) - 100 by quota application.

Cary, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 100 by quota application.

Cary, family hunt - 65 by quota application (no exemptions).

Cary, general gun (each hunt) - 100 by quota application (no exemptions).

Cary, spring turkey (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Cedar Key Scrub, general gun - 25 by quota application, 25 (each day) at check station

Citrus, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 850 by quota application.

Citrus, general gun (each hunt) - 850 by quota application.

Citrus, archery (first through fourth days) - 1,000 by quota application.

Citrus, spring turkey (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Cypress Creek, archery - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Cypress Creek, muzzleloading gun - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Cypress Creek, spring turkey - 12 by quota application (no exemptions).

Devil's Hammock, archery (each hunt) - 30 by quota application and 30 (each day) at check station (no exemptions).

Devil’s Hammock, family hunt (each hunt) - 10 by quota application and 10 (each day) at check station (no exemptions).

Devil’s Hammock, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application and 30 (each day) at check station (no exemptions).

Devil’s Hammock, general gun (each hunt) - 30 by quota application and 30 (each day) at check station (no exemptions).

Devil’s Hammock, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application and 15 (each day) at check station (no exemptions).

Flying Eagle, early duck (each day) - 75 at check station.

Flying Eagle, archery (each hunt) - 75 by quota application.

Flying Eagle, muzzleloading gun - 75 by quota application.
Flying Eagle, general gun (each hunt) - 75 by quota application.

Flying Eagle, small game (each day) - 75 at check station.

Flying Eagle, spring turkey (each hunt) - 30 by quota application.

Fort White, archery (each hunt) - 10 by archery quota application (no exemptions).

Fort White, spring turkey (each hunt) - 3 by spring turkey quota application (no exemptions).

Four Creeks, archery (each hunt) - 55 by quota application (no exemptions).

Four Creeks, muzzleloading gun - 55 by quota application (no exemptions).

Four Creeks, family hunt - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Four Creeks, general gun (each hunt) - 55 by quota application (no exemptions).

Four Creeks, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Goethe, muzzleloading gun - 250 by quota application.

Goethe, general gun still hunt (each hunt) - 300 by quota application.

Goethe, general gun dog hunt (each hunt) - 125 by quota application.

Goethe, spring turkey (each hunt) - 130 by quota application.

Hatchet Creek, archery (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hatchet Creek, muzzleloading gun - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hatchet Creek, family hunt - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hatchet Creek, general gun (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Hatchet Creek, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Holton Creek, general gun for mobility-impaired (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (non-transferable, except to persons who have been issued a mobility-impaired certificate by the Commission) [no exemptions]).

Holton Creek, spring turkey for mobility-impaired (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (non-transferable, except to persons who have been issued a mobility-impaired certificate by the Commission [no exemptions]).

Homosassa, archery (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Homosassa, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Homosassa, special-opportunity spring turkey hunt (each hunt) - 5 by special-opportunity quota application (no exemptions).

Homosassa, small game (each day) - 30 at check station (no exemptions).

Jennings Forest, archery (each hunt) - 80 by quota application (no exemptions).

Jennings Forest, muzzleloading gun - 60 by quota application (no exemptions).

Jennings Forest, general gun (each hunt) - 60 by quota application (no exemptions).

Jennings Forest, quail – to be determined by annual Executive Order (no exemptions).

Jennings Forest, spring turkey (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Forest, archery (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Forest, muzzleloading gun – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Forest, family hunt (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Forest, wild hog-still (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Forest, spring turkey (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Little River, archery (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Little River, muzzleloading gun – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lochloosa, general gun hunt (each hunt) – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Mallory Swamp, muzzleloading gun – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Mallory Swamp, general gun still (first nine days) – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Mallory Swamp, general gun dog (first nine day) – 150 by quota application (no exemptions).
Middle Aucilla, general gun (first 27 days and 28\textsuperscript{th} day through 58\textsuperscript{th} day) (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Middle Aucilla, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Middle Aucilla, archery - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Middle Aucilla, spring turkey - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Osceola, general gun dog hunt (first nine days) - 900 by quota application.

Potts, archery (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Potts, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Potts, wild hog-dog - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Potts, small game (each day) - 30 at the check station.

Potts, spring turkey (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Raiford, muzzleloading gun - 50 by quota application.

Raiford, archery/muzzleloading gun - 75 by quota application.

Raiford, spring turkey - 25 by quota application.

Ralph E. Simmons, archery - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ralph E. Simmons, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ralph E. Simmons, general gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ralph E. Simmons, general gun mobility-impaired - 30 by quota application no exemptions).

Ralph E. Simmons, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application. (no exemptions).

Steinhatchee Springs, muzzleloading gun - 200 by quota application (no exemptions).

Steinhatchee Springs, general gun (first nine days) - 200 by quota application (no exemptions).

Steinhatchee Springs, spring turkey (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days) (each hunt) - 80 by quota application (no exemptions).
Steinhatchee Springs, wild hog-dog (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Suwannee Ridge Wildlife and Environmental Area, general gun for mobility-impaired (each hunt) - 8 by quota application (no exemptions).

Suwannee Ridge Wildlife and Environmental Area, spring turkey for mobility-impaired (each hunt) - 4 by quota application (no exemptions).

Thomas Creek, Kings Road Unit, archery (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Thomas Creek, Kings Road Unit, muzzleloading gun - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Thomas Creek, Kings Road Unit, family hunt - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Thomas Creek, Kings Road Unit, general gun (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Thomas Creek, Kings Road Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Twin Rivers, archery (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Twin Rivers, muzzleloading gun - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Twin Rivers, general gun (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Twin Rivers, spring turkey (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Twin Rivers, Blue Springs Unit, quail - to be determined by annual Executive Order (no exemptions).

(c) Northwest Region

Apalachee excluding zones B and C, general gun (first 13 days) - 200 by quota application.

Apalachee, spring turkey (weekend hunts) (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Apalachicola, Bradwell Unit, archery (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
Apalachicola, Bradwell Unit, muzzleloading gun - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Apalachicola, Bradwell Unit, general gun (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Apalachicola, Bradwell Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Apalachicola, Bradwell Unit, wild hog-dog (each hunt) - 3 by quota application (no exemptions).

Apalachicola, Bradwell Unit, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 6 by quota application (no exemptions).

Apalachicola, Quail Enhancement Area, quail (each hunt) – to be determined by annual Executive Order (no exemptions).

Apalachicola River Wildlife and Environmental Area, wild hog-dog (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Aucilla, general gun (first nine days) - 550 by quota application.

Blackwater, general gun for still hunt area (first 13 days and last 17 days) – 1,800 by quota application.

Blackwater, general gun dog hunt (first 20 days and last 24 days) (each hunt) – 400 by quota application.

Blackwater, family still hunt – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater Field Trial Area, archery/muzzleloading gun - 75 by quota application.

Blackwater, Field Trial Area, quail (each hunt) – three groups of up to two hunters by quail quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Quail Enhancement Area, quail (each hunt) – to be determined by annual Executive Order (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Carr Unit, special-opportunity, released-quail (each hunt) - one group of up to four hunters, by special-opportunity quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Hutton Unit, archery (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Hutton Unit, quail (each hunt) – 8 at check station (no exemptions).
Blackwater, Hutton Unit, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Hutton Unit, general gun for mobility-impaired (each hunt) - 30 by mobility-impaired quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Hutton Unit, general gun (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Hutton Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Blackwater, Hutton Unit, wild hog-dog (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Box-R, archery (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Box-R, muzzleloading gun – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Box-R, general gun (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Box-R, wild hog-still (each day) – 30 at check station (no exemptions).

Box-R, spring turkey (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Box-R, wild hog-dog (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Choctawhatchee River, in that portion of the area north of the pipeline right-of-way located up river (north) of Cedar Log Landing (Walton County) and Billy Lee Landing (Washington County), spring turkey (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Econfina Creek, general gun for mobility-impaired (each hunt) – 20 by mobility-impaired persons quota application (no exemptions).

Econfina Creek, general gun dog hunt – 80 by quota application.

Econfina Creek, general gun still hunt (first thirteen days) – 50 by quota application.

Econfina Creek, general gun for Cat Creek area (each hunt) – 30 by quota application.

Econfina Creek, general gun for Fitzhugh Carter area (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Econfina Creek, archery for Cat Creek area (each hunt) – 30 by quota application.
Econfina Creek, archery for Fitzhugh Carter area (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Econfina Creek, muzzleloading gun for Cat Creek area – 30 by quota application.

Econfina Creek, muzzleloading gun for Fitzhugh Carter area – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Econfina Creek, spring turkey (first nine days) – 25 by quota application.

Econfina Creek, spring turkey for Cat Creek area (each hunt) – 5 by quota application.

Econfina Creek, spring turkey for Fitzhugh Carter area (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

L. Kirk Edwards, spring turkey (each hunt) – 3 by quota application (no exemptions).

Joe Budd, archery/muzzleloading gun (each hunt) – 35 by quota application, 140 by random drawing on area.

Joe Budd, archery (each hunt) – 35 by quota application, 140 by random drawing on area.

Joe Budd, small game (each day) - 110 at check station.

Joe Budd, spring turkey (each day) - 20 at check station.

Lafayette Creek, archery (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Creek, muzzleloading gun – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Creek, family hunt – 7 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Creek, general gun (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lafayette Creek, spring turkey (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ochlockonee, archery/muzzleloading gun (first through third days and fourth through fifth days) (each hunt) - 70 by quota application.

Perdido River, archery – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Perdido River, muzzleloading gun – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).
Perdido River, family hunt (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).
Perdido River, general gun (each hunt) – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).
Perdido River, archery and muzzleloading gun – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).
Perdido River, spring turkey (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Pine Log, muzzleloading gun – 60 by quota application (no exemptions).
Pine Log, general gun – (each hunt) – 60 by quota application (no exemptions).
Point Washington, general gun (first 13 days and last 17 days) - 150 by quota application.
Talquin, general gun (first through third days and fourth through fifth days) (each hunt) - 70 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, general gun dog hunt (first 13 days) – 750 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, general gun still hunt (first 13 days) – 175 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, spring turkey – 200 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, Womack Creek Unit, archery – 70 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, Womack Creek Unit, muzzleloading gun – 70 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, Womack Creek Unit, general gun dog hunt - 70 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, Womack Creek Unit, general gun still hunt - 70 by quota application.
Tate's Hell, Womack Creek Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Wakulla, archery (each hunt) – 25 by a quota application (no exemptions).
Wakulla, archery and muzzleloading gun (each hunt) – 25 by quota application (no exemptions).
Wakulla, spring turkey (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
Yellow River, archery for Grassy Point area (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions)
Yellow River, muzzleloading gun for Grassy Point area – 10 by quota application (no exemptions)
Yellow River, general gun for Grassy Point area (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions)

Yellow River, spring turkey for Grassy Point area (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions)

(d) South Region

Allapattah Flats, archery (each hunt) – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Allapattah Flats, muzzleloading gun - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Allapattah Flats, family hunt – 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Allapattah Flats, general gun – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Allapattah Flats, spring turkey (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Big Cypress, Bear Island Unit, general gun (first nine days) - 200 by quota application.

Big Cypress, Bear Island Unit, muzzleloading gun (first nine days) - 200 by quota application.

Big Cypress, Turner River Unit, general gun (first nine days - 500 by quota application.

CREW WEA – Corkscrew Marsh Unit, archery – 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

CREW WEA – Corkscrew Marsh Unit, muzzleloading gun – 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

CREW WEA - Corkscrew Marsh Unit, general gun - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

CREW WEA – Corkscrew Marsh Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

CREW WEA - Flint Pen Strand/western Bird Rookery Swamp Units, archery - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

CREW WEA - Flint Pen Strand/western Bird Rookery Swamp Units, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).
CREW WEA - Flint Pen Strand/western Bird Rookery Swamp Units, general gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

CREW WEA - Flint Pen Strand/western Bird Rookery Swamp Units, spring turkey (each hunt) - 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Dinner Island Ranch, archery (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Dinner Island Ranch, muzzleloading gun - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Dinner Island Ranch, general gun (each hunt) - 45 by quota application (no exemptions).

Dinner Island Ranch, spring turkey (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Dinner Island Ranch, dove hunt (each hunt) - 100 at check station (no exemptions).

Dinner Island Ranch, family hunt (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fisheating Creek, archery (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fisheating Creek, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fisheating Creek, general gun (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fisheating Creek, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Fisheating Creek, special-opportunity spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by special-opportunity turkey application (no exemptions).

Fisheating Creek, general gun hog - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

John C. and Mariana Jones, archery (each hunt) – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

John C. and Mariana Jones, muzzleloading gun – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

John C. and Mariana Jones, general gun (each hunt) – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).
John G. and Susan H. Dupuis Wildlife and Environmental Area, archery (each hunt) - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

John G. and Susan H. Dupuis Wildlife and Environmental Area, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

John G. and Susan H. Dupuis Wildlife and Environmental Area, general gun (each hunt) - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

John G. and Susan H. Dupuis Wildlife and Environmental Area, spring turkey (each hunt) - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).

John G. and Susan H. Dupuis Wildlife and Environmental Area, general gun for mobility-impaired - 25 by mobility-impaired quota application (no exemptions).

Okaloacoochee Slough, spring turkey (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Okaloacoochee Slough, archery (each hunt) - 125 by quota application (no exemptions).

Okaloacoochee Slough, muzzleloading gun - 125 by quota application (no exemptions).

Okaloacoochee Slough, general gun (each hunt) - 125 by quota application (no exemptions).

Okaloacoochee Slough, family hunt – 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Picayune Strand, muzzleloading gun – 145 by quota application (no exemptions).

Picayune Strand, general gun (each hunt) – 145 by quota application (no exemptions).

Picayune Strand, spring turkey (each hunt) – 65 by quota application (no exemptions).

Spirit of the Wild, archery (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Spirit of the Wild, muzzleloading gun - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Spirit of the Wild, general gun (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Spirit of the Wild, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Spirit of the Wild, dove hunt (each hunt) - 100 at check station (no exemptions).
(e) Northeast Region

Buck Lake, spring turkey (each hunt) - 20 by quota application.

Buck Lake, archery (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Buck Lake, muzzleloading gun - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Buck Lake, general gun (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Buck Lake, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Buck Lake, small game (each day) - 40 at check station (no exemptions).

Bull Creek, general gun (first two days) - 300 by quota application.

Bull Creek, general gun (after the first nine days) - 300 at check station.

Bull Creek, archery (first two days) - 300 by quota application.

Bull Creek, archery (after the first two days) - 300 at check station.

Bull Creek, muzzleloading gun - 300 by quota application.

Caravelle Ranch, archery - 225 by quota application (no exemptions).

Caravelle Ranch, muzzleloading gun - 225 by quota application (no exemptions).

Caravelle Ranch, general gun (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days) (each hunt) - 225 by quota application (no exemptions).

Caravelle Ranch, spring turkey (each hunt) - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).

Caravelle Ranch, special-opportunity dove hunt (each hunt) - 60 by special-opportunity dove application (no exemptions).

Charles H. Bronson, archery (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Charles H. Bronson, muzzleloading gun – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Charles H. Bronson, general gun (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Charles H. Bronson, spring turkey (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Dunns Creek, archery (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).
Dunns Creek, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).
Dunns Creek, wild hog-still - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).
Dunns Creek, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).
Etoniah Creek, archery - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).
Etoniah Creek, muzzleloading gun - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).
Etoniah Creek, general gun (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days)(each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).
Etoniah Creek, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).
Fort Drum, special-opportunity deer - 20 by special-opportunity application (no exemptions).
Fort Drum, special-opportunity spring turkey hunt (each hunt) - 5 by special-opportunity spring turkey quota application (no exemptions).
Fort Drum wild hog-still (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).
Guana River, archery (each hunt) - 100 by quota application.
Guana River, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 100 by quota application.
Guana River, general gun (each hunt) - 100 by quota application.
Guana River, small game (each hunt) - 75 at check station.
Guana River, spring turkey (each hunt) - 6 by quota application (no exemptions).
Guana River, duck and coot (each hunt) - 100 at check station.
Half Moon, archery (each hunt) - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).
Half Moon, muzzleloading gun - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).
Half Moon, general gun (each hunt) - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).
Half Moon, small game (each day) - 50 at check station (no exemptions).
Half Moon, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).
Half Moon, spring turkey (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Jumper Creek, muzzleloading gun - 100 by quota application.

Jumper Creek, general gun (first nine days) - 100 by quota application.

Lake George, muzzleloading gun - 250 by quota application.

Lake George, general gun (first through fourth days and fifth through ninth days) (each hunt) - 250 by quota application.

Lake George, spring turkey (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lake George, Dexter/Mary Farms Unit, special-opportunity spring turkey hunt, Zone A (each hunt) - 4 by special-opportunity spring turkey application (no exemptions).

Lake George, Dexter/Mary Farms Unit, special-opportunity spring turkey hunt, Zone B (each hunt) - 4 by special-opportunity spring turkey quota application (no exemptions).

Lake George, Dexter/Mary Farms Unit, special-opportunity spring turkey hunt, Zone C (each hunt) - 4 by special-opportunity spring turkey application (no exemptions).

Lake George, Dexter/Mary Farms Unit, archery - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lake George, Dexter/Mary Farms Unit, muzzleloading gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lake George, Dexter/Mary Farms Unit, general gun - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lake Panasoffkee, special-opportunity spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by special-opportunity spring turkey quota application (no exemptions).

Lake Panasoffkee, special-opportunity archery, (each hunt) - 20 by special-opportunity quota application (no exemptions).

Lake Panasoffkee, wild hog-still - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lake Panasoffkee, wild hog-dog - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).

Lake Panasoffkee, small game (each day) - 40 at the check station.

Little Big Econlockhatchee, archery (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).
Little Big Econlockhatchee, muzzleloading gun – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Little Big Econlockhatchee, general gun (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Little Big Econlockhatchee spring turkey (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Marshall Swamp, archery (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Marshall Swamp, muzzleloading gun – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Marshall Swamp, general gun (each hunt) – 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Marshall Swamp, spring turkey (each hunt) – 5 by quota application (no exemptions).

Matanzas, archery (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Matanzas, muzzleloading gun – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Matanzas, family hunt – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Matanzas, general gun – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Matanzas, wild hog – 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Matanzas, spring turkey (each hunt) – 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocala, Lake Delancy Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) – 100 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocala, Church Lake Unit, general gun dog (first nine days) – 250 by quota application.

Ocala, Church Lake Unit, general gun still – 250 by quota application.

Ocala, Church Lake Unit, muzzleloading gun – 225 by quota application.

Ocala, Hopkins Prairie Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) – 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocala, Pipeline Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) – 220 by quota application (no exemptions).
Ocala, Church Lake Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocklawaha River, Gores Landing Unit, archery - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocklawaha River, Gores Landing Unit, muzzleloading gun - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocklawaha River, Gores Landing Unit, general gun - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Ocklawaha River, Gores Landing Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 10 by quota application (no exemptions).

Richloam, general gun (first nine days) - 900 by quota application.

Richloam, spring turkey - (first nine days) - 250 by quota application.

Richloam, Baird Unit, archery (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Richloam, Baird Unit, muzzleloading gun - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Richloam, Baird Unit, general gun (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Richloam, Baird Unit, wild hog-still - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Richloam, Baird Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Rock Springs Run, archery (each hunt) - 125 by quota application (no exemptions).

Rock Springs Run, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 125 by quota application (no exemptions).

Rock Springs Run, general gun (each hunt) - 125 by quota application (no exemptions).

Rock Springs Run, small game (each day) - 50 at check station (no exemptions).

Salt Lake, archery (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Salt Lake, muzzleloading gun - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Salt Lake, general gun (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).
Salt Lake, spring turkey (each hunt) - 15 by quota application (no exemptions).

Salt Lake, wild hog-dog - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, archery (each hunt) - 60 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, muzzleloading gun - 60 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, general gun (each hunt) - 60 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, general gun for mobility-impaired - 60 by mobility-impaired quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, spring turkey (each hunt) - 30 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, small game (each day) - 75 at check station.

Seminole Forest, Lake Tracy Unit, archery (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, Lake Tracy Unit, muzzleloading gun - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, Lake Tracy Unit, general gun - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, Lake Tracy Unit, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 40 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Forest, Lake Tracy Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Ranch, archery (each hunt) - 50 by quota application.

Seminole Ranch, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 50 by quota application.

Seminole Ranch, general gun - 50 by quota application.

Seminole Ranch, spring turkey (each hunt) - 25 by quota application.

Seminole Ranch, small game (each hunt) - 25 at check station.

Seminole Ranch, general gun-hog (first two days) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Seminole Ranch, wild hog-dog (last five days)(each day) - 25 at the check station.
Three Lakes, general gun (first two days) - 625 by quota application.

Three Lakes, general gun (after the first nine days) - 625 at check station.

Three Lakes, general gun dog (each hunt) - 100 by quota application (no exemptions; to hunt east of the Florida Turnpike) and 100 at U.S. 441 check station (to hunt west of the Florida Turnpike).

Three Lakes, archery (first two days) - 625 by quota application.

Three Lakes, archery (after the first two days) - 625 at check station.

Three Lakes, muzzleloading gun - 625 by quota application.

Three Lakes, Quail Enhancement Area, quail (each hunt) – to be determined by annual executive order (no exemptions).

Three Lakes, Prairie Lakes Unit, archery (each hunt) - 80 by quota application (no exemptions).

Three Lakes, Prairie Lakes Unit, muzzleloading gun - 80 by quota application (no exemptions).

Three Lakes, Prairie Lakes Unit, general gun (each hunt) - 80 by quota application (no exemptions).

Three Lakes, Prairie Lakes Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) - 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Three Lakes, Prairie Lakes Unit, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 80 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tiger Bay, general gun (first nine days) - 150 by quota application.

Tiger Bay, spring turkey (each hunt) – 25 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tiger Bay, Rima Ridge Unit, spring turkey (each hunt) – 20 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tiger Bay, Rima Ridge Unit, general gun - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tiger Bay, Rima Ridge Unit, archery - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tiger Bay, Rima Ridge Unit, muzzleloading gun - 75 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tosohatchee, archery (each hunt) - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).
Tosohatchee, muzzleloading gun (each hunt) - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tosohatchee, general gun (each hunt) - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tosohatchee, spring turkey (each hunt) - 35 by quota application (no exemptions).

Tosohatchee, wild hog-dog (fourth through seventh and eleventh through fourteenth days) - 150 at check station (no exemptions).

Tosohatchee, wild hog-dog (first through third and eighth through tenth days)(each day) - 150 by quota application (no exemptions).

Triple N Ranch, wild hog-still (each hunt) - 50 by quota application (no exemptions).

Triple N Ranch, special-opportunity deer hunt (each hunt) - 15 by special-opportunity application (no exemptions).

Triple N Ranch, special-opportunity spring turkey hunt (each hunt) - 10 by special-opportunity spring turkey application (no exemptions).

Authority: Article IV, Section 9, Florida Constitution Rule 68A-15.005, F.A.C.

History: EO 10-17

Effective Date: June 1, 2010

GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF THE
FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA

[Signature]
Nick Wiley
Executive Director

Attest: Agency Clerk